
triangle 3

History
The square belongs to the old urban tissue of the city. It has a triangular 
shape due to the streets that often intersects with it in sharped angles, 
while the urban elements installed in the square are from the soviet 
period.
At its sides there are some monuments of local importance.

Problems
Even if it is an area exclusively pedestrian, with trees, benches and 
tables for siting, with spaces to socialize, with a small sports field and 
a playground for children, the square has become a place for cars, and 
the sidewalk in the middle has been transformed into a road. Also, due 
to the illegally car access created to St.Andrei street, the space has been 
divided into two. In the square, it also can be find an electrical trans-
former and a landfill, which makes it even less attractive. All these things 
resulted into a low degree of use of the square by the neighbors. Taking 
into account its large dimensions, the square has a lack of new functions 
besides its traditional way of arrangement, and the infrastructure has 
not been renovated for years. However, the square requires to adopt 
urgent measures to protect the green spaces and to install lighting at 
night. In the meantime, one of its side was transformed into a ware-
house for building materials, redirecting and encouraging the drivers to 
run through the middle of the square. The lack of concern from the local 
authorities brought the square into a state of abandonment, aggravating 
more the situation, and maybe leading it to a definitive disappearance.

Observations and criteria
It is a green area with medium dimensions, for the usage of local inhab-
itants with a big potential for hosting more functions - active or passive.  
In the square there are some benches, a playground, some tables 
installed by the locals. Nowadays, the square is used as a transit way for 
cars and as a parking. Near there are students’ dorms and a sports com-
plex. From the square can be seen an old part of the street Moara Rosie.
Besides upper said, the whole area passes through significantly transfor-
mations, both architectural and social – some buildings were demol-
ished when other new are in construction, what can lead to changes in 
population and gentrification of the area. The square is little known by 
the Chisinau people, being disconnected from the public transportation 
network.

Potential partners
Municipal Company Green Spaces in order to the arrange the square. 
Inhabitants of the area and ASEM students.
New entrepreneurs which build beside the square.

Public role 
A park arranged from different types of activities (for leisure, sports, 
cultural programmes) and public (youngsters, parents and children, old 
people).
Information area about the history of the old city and education point in 
relation with its preservation and recovery.

Average score:  50,6 (from 75)
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